
MOVIE REVIEW YENTL

To give you a notion of the special magic of "Yentl," I'd like to start with the following complicated situation: Yentl, a
young Jewish girl, wants to.

She refuses to accept a limited, traditional life, even when offered one in marriage to Avigdor. Hadass is the
demure fiancee of Avigdor Mandy Patinkin , a fellow Yeshiva student to whom Yentl is desperately attracted.
There are, obviously, a lot of tricky scenes involving this triangle, but the movie handles them all with taste,
tact and humor. To preserve these articles as they originally appeared, The Times does not alter, edit or update
them. Yentl, now calling herself Anschel, is then selected to marry Hadass. There seems to be a contradiction,
as her character talks, or rather sings, of how she doesn't think she can pull it off, but is surprised that everyone
seems to be fooled because she is wearing men's clothing. Yet we are asked and expected to believe that very
thing. Tweet To give you a notion of the special magic of "Yentl," I'd like to start with the following
complicated situation: Yentl, a young Jewish girl, wants to be a scholar. I must say that Miss Streisand was
exceedingly kind to herself. Picture books for women. Things get even more complicated when Avigdor is
forced out of his engagement to Hadass. Though Isaac Bashevis Singer insisted that Yentl does not have
feminist undertones, [11] many critics and viewers of the film consider Yentl to be a feminist role model. I
mean, how come no one ever notices that Anshel is a real dick for days every 4 weeks? After the death of her
father, Yentl decides to cut her hair short, dress like a man, take her late brother's name, Anshel, and enter a
Jewish religious school in Bychawa. In the film interpretation of the story, Yentl moves on, but this time to the
US. Therefore the "feminine" makeup on Streisand does not lend to the character's credibility, and only
weakens the plot. Was this review helpful? Though there is no actual sexual activity, the "marriage" ceremony
performed between Yentl and another young woman is taken seriously by the "bride" and she attempts to
make love to her husband, unaware that it is Yentl, a girl. What parents need to know Parents need to know
that because the basic plot involves a teen girl disguised as a young man, there are numerous scenes that place
Yentl in embarrassing and uncomfortable situations, some of them with sexual overtones i. Streisand's
character is a young woman growing up in an oppressive society that will not let her pursue her religious
education.


